There is no public transport to the BAM Test Site Technical Safety. BAM organises individual transport on demand. The area map below shows you how to reach the site.

BAM Test Site Technical Safety
An der Düne 44
OT Horstwalde
15837 Baruth/Mark
Phone: +49 30 8104-5209
COMING BY CAR FROM THE MOTORWAY BERLIN RING SOUTH
- Leave the road B101 at the exit B246 „Zossen/Beelitz/Trebbin”
- Turn right, direction Christinendorf
- Pass Christinendorf
- At the next cross road turn right, direction Sperenberg, Gadsdorf
- Pass Gadsdorf
- At the next cross road turn left, direction Sperenberg
- Pass Kummersdorf-Alexanderdorf and Sperenberg
- At Sperenberg: follow direction Luckenwalde/Baruth
- At Kummersdorf-Gut: leave the bending main road and go straight ahead
- After 800 m reach the gate of the BAM Test Site Technical Safety

COMING BY CAR FROM SOUTH VIA B96
- Leave the road B96 at the exit/direction „Zossen/Golßen/Luckau/Zentrum”
- Turn left into road B96
- Pass Wierigsdorf, Giessmannsdorf, Rüdingsdorf ... Baruth
- At Baruth: take the first exit of the round about (stay at B96)
- Turn left into road L707
- When entering Horstwalde the gate of the BAM Test Site Technical Safety is on the right side

COMING BY CAR FROM MOTORWAY A13
- Leave the motorway A13 at the exit „Baruth/Mark”, direction „Baruth/Mark/Glashütte”
- Pass Baruth
- Turn left into road B96, direction “Luckau/Golßen”
- Turn right into road L707
- When entering Horstwalde the gate of the BAM Test Site Technical Safety is on the right side

BAM TTS LAGEPLAN